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Abstract 
Impact hammers and vibratory drivers are used for piles and sheet piles installation. Dynamic loads force 

piles to vibrate and penetrate into the ground that result in soil displacements and vibrations around a pile. 

The soil movements may produce settlements in sandy soils, heave and lateral displacement toward the 

existing nearby foundations in clay soils. The most common factor for assessment of ground vibrations 

during the pile driving is peak particle velocity, PPV. The aim of this research is presenting the relation 

between PPV resulted from pile driving and its effects, like settlement in sandy soils and heave in clays. 

For this purpose, a data bank by collection of case histories which are including the properties of pile 

driving system -soil, pile, hammer- and the effects of pile driving has been prepared. Then, the important 

factors influenced on heave and settlement have been investigated.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 

Construction activities can affect on structures in different ways. Pile driving is an age-tested method of 

constructing foundations where adequate ground support is not directly available. Despite of all advantages 

of pile driving as the common method of pile installation, it is also a source of negative environmental 

effects. Noise and air pollution are the most commonly expressed concerns, but they are also relatively easily 

alleviated. In contrast, vibrations originating from the impact driven pile are both difficult to determine 

beforehand and costly to mitigate, while potentially having serious adverse effect on adjacent structures and 

their foundations, as well as on vibration-sensitive installations and occupants of buildings. These effects 

may include heave, settlement, and structural damages. When the pile driving hammer impacts the pile head, 

a stress (or strain) wave, i,e., vibration, is created that propagates at certain frequencies and amplitudes down 

the pile, into the soil, and in under and into adjacent structures. Three types of ground waves are considered 

when analyzing pile driving: spherical waves emitted from the pile toe, cylindrical waves propagating 

laterally from the pile shaft, and surface waves, which are generated by wave refraction at the ground surface 

at a critical distance from the pile, [1] as shown in Fig. 1.  

 

Figure 1. Ground vibrations induced by pile driving (Woods, R.D, 1997) 
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2. A REVIEW OF EXISTING EMPIRICAL RELATIONSHIPS FOR ESTIMATION OF PPV  
 

The most common parameter for evaluating the ground vibrations induced by pile driving is Peak Particle 

Velocity, PPV.  The value of this parameter depends on properties of soil, pile, pile hammer, and distance 

from pile. Empirical equations for assessment of ground vibrations have been developed from approximately 

40 years ago. 

Attewell and Farmer (1973) analyzed results of measurements in a variety of soils of vibration induced 

by the driving of different types of piles. They suggested that a conservative energy-based estimate of 

vibration velocity, v, at distance, r, from the energy source (pile) can be made from the relation expressed by 

Eq. 1. 

 

r

E
k=v                                                                                                                                                         (1) 

Where v, E, k, and r are respectively vibration velocity (m/s), energy input at source (J), an empirical 

vibration factor (m2/s√J), and distance from pile (m). [2] Brenner and Viranuvut (1975) used equation 1 to 

compare results of vibration measurements from pile driving in terms of vibration velocity with information 

from projects reported in the literature. The results indicate values of the empirical factor, k, ranging from 0.3 

through 4.0. [1] 

Heckman and Hagerty (1978) presented Eq. 2 including energy of hammer and distance from pile. The 

difference of this equation with the other relations is that the constant factor, K, in this equation depends on 

pile impedance. Impedance is defined as Z=EA/c, where E is elastic modulus, A is cross section area and c 

wave speed.   

 

DEKPPV n=

                                                                                                                                          

(2) 

 

In equation 2, PPV, K, En, and D are respectively peak particle velocity (mm/s), a dependent 

coefficient to pile impedance (m
2
/sJ

1/2
), energy input at source (J), and distance from pile (m). The values of 

the coefficient K can be achieved from Fig. 2 with respect to the pile impedance. As shown in this figure, the 

value of K declines with increase of pile impedance. [3] 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Influence of pile impedance on the vibration factor, k (Heckman and Hagerty 1978).   
 

One of the most widely referenced publications on this subject is a state-of-the-art paper by Wiss 

(1981) on construction vibrations, who proposed Eq. 3, a relation similar to equation 1, where the peak 

particle velocity, ν, is expressed as a function of the distance from the energy source, D (when the exponent, 

n, equals unity, "k" and "K" in equations 3 and 1 are identical). Wiss (1981) used imperial units in this 

equation. 
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Where v, K, n, D, E are peak particle velocity (inches per second), intercept value of vibration 

amplitude (inches/s) at "scaled distance" D/√E = 1 (ft/lb)1/2
 , slope or attenuation rate, distance from source 

(feet), energy input at source (in foot-pounds), respectively. [4] 

The other empirical relation has been presented by Rahbar, Eslami, and Ghorbani, (1389) using case 

histories. The results show this relation can predict PPV parameter in pile driving processes with a higher 

accuracy. In this relation, PPV has been considered as a function of nominal energy of hammer, distance 

from pile, depth of pile influence, soil density, and pile impedance. Based on collected case histories and 

using Multi Objective Genetic Algorithm, Eq. 4 presented as the best relation for prediction of PPV in pile 

driving.   

   

5.0

4.15.0

rzI

DrE
KPPV =                                                                                                                                     (4) 

Where PPV, E, Dr, r, z, and I are peak particle velocity (mm/s), nominal energy of hammer (J), 

relative density of soil, distance of the point from pile (m), depth of pile in measurement time (m), and pile 

impedance (kNm/s), respectively. Furthermore, K is a coefficient that can change slightly based on soil type. 

The average value for this coefficient is 0.2. Equation 4 can be used for granular soils. A similar relationship 

has also been presented by Rahbar, Eslami, and Ghorbani, (1389) for prediction of PPV in clays. [5]  

 

        

3. EFFECTS OF PILE DRIVING IN CLAY AND SAND 
 

Pile installation in sand may cause soil and structure settlements due to densification of vulnerable granular 

soils and rarely resulting from liquefaction. Examples of harmful effects of ground settlements induced by 

pile driving on structures are presented in various publications. The damages to structures range from small 

settlements (portions of an inch) to the destruction of surrounding buildings. Nevertheless, it is possible to 

drive piles in sand soils without structural damage to adjacent and remote buildings because sand soils have 

different responses to dynamic excitations and some sand soils do not develop settlement under dynamic 

loading. Also, preventive measures can be used against dynamic settlement. The following mitigation 

measures can help to decrease settlements in sand soils from pile driving. 

1. Diminish the level of ground vibrations as much as possible. 

2. Use predrelling holes for pile installation or use jetting to install piles, but predrilling or jetting in sand 

should be done with caution. 

3. Choose a light hammer.  

4. Monitor and control vibrations and structure settlements at a site.  

5. Underpinning of adjacent and remote buildings supported by shallow foundations can prevent building 

settlements. However, if pile driving triggered settlements of the existing pile foundations of adjacent 

buildings, the technology of pile installation should be changed.  

6. Pile installation should start nearby the existing structures and continue away from the structures. 

Dynamic effects from pile driving in clay are diverse as compared with pile driving in sand. Soil 

movements from pile installation in clay may produce lateral displacement toward the existing nearby 

foundations, heave and settlement of adjacent buildings. It is an important problem. Dynamic effects of pile 

installation in soft to medium clay on the surrounding structures should be expected at distances from pile 

driving equal to about the thickness of the clay layer being penetrated. The type of piles is very important. 

Non-displacement piles reduce the volume of soil displaced during pile driving. Predrilled holes improve 

conditions for using displacement piles. However, a proper choice of the auger cross section and the drilled 

depth has to be made to strongly affect the volume of soil movements. The spacing of the piles characterized 

by the average pile density per unit foundation area affects soil movements: the bigger the density the larger 

the movement. The sequence of pile driving operations should be directed away from the existing 

structures.[6] 

 

 

4. INVESTIGATION OF SETTLEMENT CAUSED BY PILE DRIVING IN SANDY SOILS 
 

Damages induced by pile driving process can be benign to harmful. These problems include the settlement of 

soil and adjacent structures, heave of soil, lateral soil movement, cracks and other structural damages. It is 

well known that loose granular materials will change volume when shaken. Liquefaction of sands during 

earthquakes is an extreme result of this phenomenon. Settlement from pile driving in loose to medium 

compact uniform sand can cause settlement with peak particle velocities much lower than the damaging 
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vibration levels, usually taken as 50 mm/sec as measured on the ground have caused significant settlements 

at vulnerable sites. [7]       

Most case histories reporting vibration measurements from pile driving contain insufficient 

information for a scientific analysis. Many — even peer reviewed papers and academic theses — lack basic 

information about the pile driving method (hammer and pile dynamic information), geotechnical site 

conditions (penetration tests), how the vibration measurements were performed, definition of distance (at 

ground surface or from pile toe), and interpretation of measurement results. In this section, some case 

histories with more complete information have been investigated. Table 1 present thirty cases including the 

values of settlement induced by pile driving in nine sites. Site number one contains cases 1 to 22. Leathers, 

1994 described a site at witch serious settlement occurred from driving load bearing piles. Precast concrete 

piles, 355 mm
2
, were driven to depths of 29 to 39 m. the most serious settlement occurred at the southwest 

corner of building K. the piles were driven with an ICE 640 diesel hammer with rated energy of 54000 N-m. 

The results of settlement measurements are shown in Fig 3. 

The peak particle velocity values have not been recorded in the site number one. Accordingly, using 

the information of piling system — type and impedance of pile, soil properties, distance from pile, and pile 

penetration depth — and based on Eq. 5, the values of PPV have been calculated and presented in Table 1.  

Table 1- Properties of case histories related to settlement 

Settlement 

(mm) 

PPV 

(mm/s) 

r (m) Dr E (KJ) Impedance 

(kNs/m) 

Pile type No. 

54.4 23.7 5.9 40 54 1240 Sq, C 1 

47.8 20 7 40 54 1240 Sq, C 2 

48.8 10.8 12.9 40 54 1240 Sq, C 3 

41.7 6.36 22.3 40 54 1240 Sq, C 4 

32.5 4.6 30 40 54 1240 Sq, C 5 

25.4 4.1 34 45 54 1240 Sq, C 6 

10.2 4 35 45 54 1240 Sq, C 7 

20.8 10.1 14 45 54 1240 Sq, C 8 

4.1 3.4 41 45 54 1240 Sq, C 9 

2 3 47 45 54 1240 Sq, C 10 

2.3 2.6 53 40 54 1240 Sq, C 11 

1.8 2.05 68 40 54 1240 Sq, C 12 

1 2.46 57 40 54 1240 Sq, C 13 

9.7 2 70 40 54 1240 Sq, C 14 

9.7 1.9 73 40 54 1240 Sq, C 15 

7.9 1.75 80 40 54 1240 Sq, C 16 

12.7 3 47 40 54 1240 Sq, C 17 

17.8 3.1 45 40 54 1240 Sq, C 18 

4.6 1.1 127 40 54 1240 Sq, C 19 

2.5 1.4 100 40 54 1240 Sq, C 20 

25 8.53 16.4 40 54 1240 Sq, C 21 

37.5 12 11.7 40 54 1240 Sq, C 22 

178 35.5 6 50 40.7 520 P, S 23 

450 123 1.5 50 43.4 723 P, S 24 

76.2 27 9.1 35 35.2 555 HP, S 25 

76.2 38.2 6.1 40 35.2 555 HP, S 26 

76.2 22.9 3 50 35.2 2300 P, S, Cl 27 

152.4 50.8 1.5 - 5.4 - SH 28 

7.7 5.1 10.5 - - - SH 29 

3.5 2.3 30 - - - SH 30 

P: pipe, Sq: square, HP: H section, S: steel, C: concrete, SH: sheet pile, Cl: Closed end 
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The cases 23 to 30 are relevant to eight cases of installation of piles and sheet piles in eight sites. 

Although, the information of some cases about properties of soil, pile, or hammer has not been complete, the 

values of peak particle velocity have been recorded. [7]   

 

 
Figure 3. Settlement measurements (Woods, 1997)  

 
Fig. 4 shows the values of settlement versus PPV presented in Table 1. However, two points of 24 and 

28 presented in Table 1 have not been plotted in this figure. These two points are in the same range, too, but 

due to large amounts of PPV and settlement, with drawing them, other points will not be separable. 
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Figure 4. The measured settlements versus calculated PPVs  

 
As shown in Fig. 4, the settlements of soil rise with increase of PPV. The calculated values of PPV are 

the maximum amounts in upper depths, near the surface. The slopes of two lines that indicate the ratio of 

settlement to PPV vary from 1.5 to 6.5.  In other words, the values of settlements in 30 cases presented in 

Table 1 will change from 1.5 times to 6.5 times of calculated amounts of PPV.  

The scatter of plotted points in Fig. 4 is large. This dispersion can be due to differences in soil 

properties and vibration frequency, because vibration frequency can also be an effective factor in the level of 

damages induced in structures. Another factor ignored in this section due to shortage of information is pile 
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density (defined as the number of piles per unit foundation area). Obviously, with more piles be driven to soil, 

sandy soil becomes denser, and the values of settlement increase. Furthermore, the direction of pile driving 

development affects on settlement in soils. Pile installation should start nearby the existing structures and 

continue away from the structures. In this way, the preliminary piles act as the barriers and lead to decrease 

of peak particle velocity and soil settlement.      

 

 
5. INVESTIGATION OF HEAVE CAUSED BY PILE DRIVING IN CLAY 
 

Pile installation in clay is different from pile driving in sand. Pile penetration into clay produces an increase 

in lateral stress, an increase in pore pressure, and a heave of the ground surface. During pile driving, the 

excess pore pressure increases with each driven pile and may reach big values at large distances beyond the 

pile group area. This excess pore pressure can be much larger than the initial effective overburden stress. 

After the completion of pile driving and the dissipation of excess pore pressure, the soil reconsolidates and 

ground surface settles. The soil settlement is usually greater than the heave during pile driving because soil 

compressibility is significantly increased by soil remolding after pile installation. In this section, two cases of 

pile driving have been presented. In these cases, the values of heave and settlement have been recorded.  

Case 1: Movements of adjacent buildings during pile installation are an important problem. In this 

case, End bearing pipe piles were driven for the foundations of new MIT buildings in Boston, Mass. The soil 

consisted of about 6 m of miscellaneous fill, organic silt, and peat followed by about 4 m of sand and gravel 

underlain by about 25 m of soft to medium blue clay deposited on dense sandy till and Cambridge shale. 

Maximum measured heave and settlement of adjacent buildings on shallow foundations are shown as a 

function of distance from the closest pile cap to the settlement referenced point in Fig. 5. During pile driving 

the adjacent structures heaved up 9 mm. Subsequently, these structures settled. The depicted data points were 

the net settlements 2–5 years after the end of construction. The maximum settlements were up to 38 mm. [8] 

Case 2: Nondisplacement steel H piles were driven without preaugered holes near the site of the John 

Hancock Building in Boston. The soil profile is essentially the same as that described in Case 1. Settlements 

measured on surrounding buildings are depicted in Fig. 5 as well. It can be seen that installation of H piles 

produced 2–3 times larger settlements at distances 15–45 m from the driven pile than driving displacement 

pipe piles. In Case 2, the pile density of 0.269 piles/m2 (0.025 piles/ ft2) was 1.6–3.1 times higher than those 

in Case 1. Perhaps this is one more cause of larger settlements developed from driving H piles. [8] 

 

 

 

Figure 5. The measured heave and settlement (Svinkin, 2006)  

 

In presented cases in this section, thorough information about the properties of soil and hammer has 

not been available. Accordingly, it is not possible to investigate the effect of these parameters on soil heave 

induced by pile driving. The required information for verification of relation between soil heave and two 
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factors of pile impedance and distance from pile are presented in Table 2. Figure 6 shows the diagram of 

variation of heave by pile Impedance and distance. As shown in Fig. 6, soil heave is reduced with an increase 

in distance from energy source (pile). Also, soil heave increases with growth of pile impedance. Although, 

increasing the pile impedance results in the decrease of peak particle velocity, heave soars with increase of 

impedance, because more volume of soil can be moved by piles with larger radius.         

 
Table 2- Properties of case histories related to heave 

Heave 

(mm) 

I 

(kNs/m) 

r (m) Pile type No. 

9 410 3 P, S 12in. 1 

8 410 8 P, S 12in. 2 

4 410 12 P, S 12in. 3 

7 410 18 P, S 12in. 4 

5.5 410 20 P, S 12in. 5 

3 410 23 P, S 12in. 6 

1 410 26.5 P, S 12in. 7 

2 410 30.5 P, S 12in. 8 

3 410 32 P, S 12in. 9 

2 410 39 P, S 12in. 10 

91 2000 3.8 Rd, C 510(d) 11 

51 2000 10 Rd, C 510(d) 12 

44 1650 27 Sq, C 400x400 13 

P: pipe, Sq: square, Rd: Round, S: steel, C: concrete 

 

 

With increase of pile impedance, the values of heave induced in clays soar in higher rates. In other 

words, considering 13 cases presented in this section, the effect of impedance in soil heave is more than the 

effect of distance. So, the amount of soil heave can be greatly reduced with decrease of pile cross section. In 

these 13 cases, with decrease of distance from 40m to 3m of pile, soil heave has increased from 1 to 9mm. 

While with increase of pile impedance from 410 to 2100 kNs/m in approximately equal distances, soil heave 

has increased from 9 to 91mm.   

 

 

 

Figure 6. The variation of heave with impedance and distance  
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

 
Pile driving and the effects of pile installation have been considered in many scientific resources. Some of 

them have addressed two important effects of pile driving, settlement and heave. But, investigation of 

settlement and heave induced by pile driving in term of quantitative aspects is scarce. Considering the 

properties of pile driving system- pile, soil, hammer- and recording vibrations in different distances of pile, it 

seems an accurate relation can be presented to prevent further damages. 

The conducted surveys for finding a relation between the settlement caused by pile driving and the values of 

PPV indicate with increase of peak particle velocity, the amount of corresponding settlement increases. 

Considerable settlements almost take place in distances less than length of pile, and they do not cause serious 

problems for larger distances. Also, investigation of 30 cases gathered from the installation of piles or sheet 

piles in 9 sites indicate the ratio of settlement (mm) in a specific distance from pile to the value of PPV 

(mm/s) in the same distance varies from 1.5 to 6.5. The reason of large scattering may be to ignore of some 

factors like the number of driven pile, vibration frequency, and the direction of piling process due to shortage 

of information in existed cases. 

Survey of 13 cases including the recorded heave values caused by pile driving in clays show the amount of 

heave decreases with the increase of distance. Furthermore, the maximum values of soil heave occur in 

distances less than one pile length from pile driving place, and heave do not make the grave damage in larger 

distances. The cross section of pile is more effective than distance, so that, if the cross section of pile 

increases four times, heave can grow to ten times. Accordingly, in the cases that heave makes problem in 

clays, to decrease of cross section can be a suitable way to reduce the destructive effects of heave induced by 

pile driving.             
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